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Presentation Notes
AgSmarts is a Precision Agriculture Technology company dedicated to helping producers maximize profits while minimizing the environmental impacts of their operations. We do this by embedding intelligence and decision execution capabilities into existing farm operations and irrigation equipment. AgSmarts’ hardware and software solutions range from remote, wireless environmental sensors to autonomous derivation and execution of dynamic precision irrigation prescriptions based on real-time field conditions and the soil moisture needs of the crop given its particular stage of growth.
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Overview
AgSmarts is a Precision Ag Technology 

company dedicated to helping producers 
increase yields while reducing operational 

costs & environmental impacts
• Founded by Industrial Controls Experts & Farmers
• Embedding predictive intelligence & automation into 

existing agriculture processes and equipment

Applications for AgSmarts’ platform include:
• Irrigation Optimization
• Nutrient Management
• Pest & Disease Prevention



Problem
Agricultural production highly complex and 
inefficient yet growing rapidly across globe

• Wastes water and energy
• Contributes to pollution
• Costs producers time, money and yield loss
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Mankind is facing one of its greatest challenges ever. By 2050, human population will top 9 billion and agricultural production will need to double to meet demand but will have to do so using less; less land, less energy and a lot less water in order for the system to remain sustainable. In the face of this rising demand, producers around the world are already increasingly turning to supplemental irrigation to boost crop yields or to cultivate once unproductive land. Producers understand that irrigation is the number one way to boost crop yields and mitigate risk of crop loss due to drought and have responded in dramatic fashion by investing heavily in irrigation systems over the past two plus decades.Despite its production benefits, irrigation is a highly complex and dynamic process affected by ever changing weather patterns and the particular stage of crop growth. As a result, producers tend to over irrigate or do so at the wrong time leading to not only waste of precious freshwater resources and the energy spent to pump that water, but it also negatively affects the crop’s growth and can cause topsoil erosion and nutrient runoff. Simply put, agricultural irrigation management in its current form is overly costly and highly inefficient for producers costing them time, wasted water resources and lost crop yield potential.



Size of Problem

• 500bil gallons of freshwater wasted
• $7bil wasted operational expenses
• $25bil losses from suboptimal yields

Agriculture’s waste affects everyone!
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Agricultural irrigation is by far the largest user of water globally accounting for some 70% of total freshwater withdrawals. It is estimated that up to 500 billion gallons of freshwater are wasted annually as a result of agricultural irrigation inefficiency which exacerbates the rate of surface reservoir depletion and aquifer decline, salinization or even collapse.These inefficiencies not only have dramatic environmental impacts but huge economic implications as well. They are estimated to cost producers some $7 billion in operational expenses (i.e., water, energy & labor) and the agriculture industry up to $25 billion as a result of lost crop yield potential.So is there a way to both help producers boost yields and lower costs while allowing them to use resources more efficiently?



Solution
Agnostic and Flexible HW/SW Platform 

Embedded Intelligence for Agricultural Production

Field Node Sensor
(FNS) Stations

Intelligent Agriculture 
Controller

Mobile application
Web Portal 

Predictive, Crop-specific Recommendations
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Yes! AgSmarts has created a hardware and software platform that does just that by leveraging its expertise in and the power of industrial controls and embedded intelligence, technologies that have existed for decades in other industries like Oil & Gas and Building Automation.AgSmarts’ Intelligent Irrigation platform (specifically designed for the center pivot irrigated agronomic crop market initially but easily expandable to other irrigation systems and crop types in the future) uses ‘learning’ algorithmic logic much like the Google Nest thermostat to embed intelligence into existing center pivot irrigation systems as a universal retrofit. The platform takes into account the current environmental conditions existing throughout the field, the field characteristics (e.g., soil type, textures, land topography) and most importantly the specific needs of the crop being grown at that particular point in its growth cycle.With the power of this artificial intelligence onboard, existing irrigation systems can autonomously analyze field conditions in real-time and deliver dynamic irrigation prescription throughout the growing season. The end result being a system making ‘smarter’ decisions on its own to deliver maximized crop yield while minimizing water, energy and labor cost.



Hardware
Rugged, 
reliable  

hardware 
for life in 
the “wild”

Configurable Sensing Inputs 
allows customer to choose 

exactly what they need

Flexible Telemetry 
Options

• Bluetooth (BLE)
• Mesh radios
• GPRS/Cellular
• Wifi (Controllers)
• Ethernet (Controllers)
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AgSmarts has created a hardware and software platform that helps producers maximize yield outcomes and reduce water usage and irrigation management expenses by leveraging its expertise in and the power of industrial controls and embedded intelligence, technologies that have existed for decades in other industries like Oil & Gas and Building Automation.AgSmarts’ Intelligent Irrigation platform embeds intelligence into existing irrigation infrastructure and management practices as a universal retrofit. The platform takes into account the current environmental conditions existing throughout the field, the field characteristics (e.g., soil type, textures, land topography) and most importantly the specific needs of the crop being grown at that particular point in its growth cycle.With the power of AgSmarts’ platform onboard, existing irrigation systems can provide critical information from the field in real-time and help producers and their consultants make better, more informed irrigation management decisions throughout the growing season. The end result is a system making ‘smarter’ decisions on its to deliver maximized crop yield while minimizing water, energy and labor cost.



Software Layers
Web Portal for analytics, alerts and reporting

Android and iOS apps (BLE) for 
hardware configuration, data viewing, 

capture and transfer
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AgSmarts’ software layers make environmental feedback more relevant to a producer’s crop and field characteristics than any other solution on the market. We offer general crop templates and recommended “Days until Irrigation Event”, but also allow our end users the ability to refine these models for their specific crops and fields. These proprietary models can also be monetized by those laying them onto the platform by all other users through a subscription in which AgSmarts will share much like Apple does with its Apps.



Solution in action

Intelligent Irrigation 
Controller – interpreting 

data and delivering 
recommendations to producers

Field Node
Sensors –
collecting  and 

reporting 
environmental 

data

Corn Soil Moisture (ET) Curve Data Storage and  
Analytics

Data 
Transfer

Site Characteristics
Soil type(s): Sandy Loam/Clay Loam
Irrigation Water Salinity : EC or TDS

Cloud data leveraged 
across portfolio

Center Pivot
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AgSmarts’ Intelligent Irrigation platform consists of three layers: Field Sensor Nodes, Intelligent Irrigation Controller and Cloud-based Analytics.This depiction of AgSmarts’ solution in action shows our Field Sensor Nodes deployed strategically throughout a field and wirelessly reporting their data to the IP-enabled Intelligent Irrigation Controller at the center pivots central tower. Inside the controller, a microprocessor unit interprets that environmental data and lays it over what it knows about the field (e.g., soil type, textures, topography), water quality (EC) and the soil moisture needs (i.e., ET curve) of the particular crop being grown to determine the optimal irrigation prescription. The controller then uses it’s output capability to take control of the system and deliver water when, where and in the precise amounts needed.The controller also transmits the data received along with system operational data to the cloud where it is accessed by producers via AgSmarts’ proprietary portal or through the producer’s 3rd party Precision Ag platform of choice. Software upgrades, hyper-local weather forecasts and network optimization data is also pulled down from the cloud by the Intelligent Irrigation Controller.



Benefits
Intelligent Irrigation Automation:
• Optimizes crop yield/revenue potential
• Reduces irrigation related operational costs
• Conserves resources – water, energy, inputs
• Reduces negative effects on environment
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AgSmarts’ Intelligent Irrigation platform removes the burden of data receipt, interpretation and decision making from the producer allowing him to use his time more efficiently and boosting his profits.Direct benefits of the platform include: optimized yield, reduced operational expenses, conservation of resources and reduced environmental impacts
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Thank you for your time and interest in AgSmarts! Please feel free to reach out to us if you have any further questions.
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